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The 12 Traditions of Sex and Love Addicts Anonymous
1. Our common welfare should come first; personal recovery depends upon
SLAA unity.
2. For our group, there is but one ultimate authority — a loving God as this
Power may be expressed through our group conscience. Our leaders are but
trusted servants; they do not govern.
3. The only requirement for SLAA membership is the desire to stop living
out a pattern of sex and love addiction. Any two or more persons gathering
together for mutual aid in recovering from sex and love addiction may call
themselves an SLAA group, provided that, as a group, they have no other
affiliation.
4. Each group should be autonomous except in matters affecting SLAA as a
whole.
5. Each group has but one primary purpose — to carry its message to the sex
and love addict who still suffers.
6. An SLAA group or SLAA as a whole ought never endorse, finance, or
lend the SLAA name to any related facility or outside enterprise, lest problems of money, property, or prestige divert us from our primary purpose.
7. Every SLAA group ought to be fully self-supporting, declining outside
contributions.
8. SLAA should remain forever nonprofessional, but our service centers may
employ special workers.
9. SLAA, as such, ought never be organized, but we may create service
boards or committees directly responsible to those they serve.
10. SLAA has no opinion on outside issues; hence the SLAA name ought
never be drawn into public controversy.
11. Our public relations policy is based on attraction rather than promotion;
we need always maintain personal anonymity at the level of press, radio, TV,
film, and other public media. We need guard with special care the anonymity
of all fellow SLAA members.
12. Anonymity is the spiritual foundation of all our traditions, ever reminding us to place principles before personalities.
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WELCOME TO INTERGROUP!
As Los Angeles Intergroup has grown larger and more active, it has become more and more difficult for new Intergroup reps to get acclimated.
Some new reps have complained that they could not follow all the new terms
and acronyms. Others found that it took their entire term to learn how Intergroup works. This manual was created to help new Intergroup Reps get oriented and “hit the ground running.” We hope it will help you better serve the
Fellowship, your meeting, and your own recovery.
A Note About The 12 Traditions: This manual will often refer to the
Twelve Traditions. In fact, if this is your first service commitment above the
group level, you may be surprised at first to hear so much more talk at Intergroup about the Twelve Traditions and so much less about the Twelve Steps
and personal recovery. However, Intergroup meetings are business meetings,
not recovery meetings. Our business decisions are guided by the Traditions,
so you may want to keep them close at hand.
WHAT IS INTERGROUP?
Intergroups have the job of linking the individual groups to SLAA as a
whole. Generally, any two or more groups in any area that wish to work together to assist the meetings they represent to grow and to help other sex and
love addicts who still suffer may do so. In the case that a specific locality
has only one group, that group may function as an Intergroup. Intergroups
act as guardians of the 12 Steps and 12 Traditions — meaning they help
groups interpret the Steps and Traditions and encourage their use at meetings
and in individual recovery to make SLAA safe for all who wish to attend.
Intergroup participants tend to be the people in the area that the Intergroup serves. These people usually have a strong sense of the 12 Steps and
12 Traditions of the program, continuous self-defined sobriety, and awareness of group conscience in his or her area. Intergroup members are representatives who provide the feelings, thoughts, and ideas of the individual
group they attend regularly and are representing, helping to ensure expansive
experience, strength, and hope that will better enable the Intergroup to help
those they serve — that is, the groups, their individual members AND those
who still suffer. (From the Conference Service Manual)
Los Angeles Intergroup includes meetings in Atwater Village, Brentwood, Burbank, East Hollywood, Hancock Park, Hollywood, Long Beach,
Mar Vista, Pasadena, Santa Monica, Sherman Oaks, Silver Lake, Venice,
Ventura, West Hollywood, and Woodland Hills. Neighboring Intergroups
include Monterey, Orange County and San Diego.
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ACRONYMS AND TERMS YOU’LL HEAR A LOT:
FWS
The Fellowship Wide Services (FWS) office is the Board-of-Trustee-run
office that is the direct link to all SLAA groups and individual members
world-wide. The office is responsible for assisting the Board of Trustees in
performing its duties and legal requirements.
The main responsibility of the FWS office is to help SLAA as a whole
achieve its primary function — to help the addict who still suffers. To do
this, the Board of Trustees and the FWS staff work together to:
c JOXKIZ VKUVRK YKKQOTM B=22 ZU G\GORGHRK SKKZOTMY( SKSHKXY( GTJ XK)
sources;
c XKVXOTZ( YKRR( GTJ JOYZXOH[ZK 4UTLKXKTIK 2VVXU\KJ =OZKXGZ[XK &VGSVNRKZY
SLAA Basic Text, tapes, medallions, etc.);
c QKKV LOTGTIOGR XKIUXJY GTJ IXKGZK RKMGR GTJ UZNKX XKVUXZY LUX ZNK MU\KXT)
ment and SLAA membership;
c GYYOYZ OTJO\OJ[GRY OT YZGXZOTM TK] B=22 SKKZOTMY a ]UXRJ)]OJK1
c NKRV MXU[VY GJJXKYY B=22)XKRGZKJ VXUHRKSY \OG ZNK C]KR\K BZKVY GTJ
Twelve Traditions;
c VXU\OJK ZNK SKGTY ZU NURJ ZNK 234+> GTJ GYYOYZ ZNK 4UTLKXKTIK IUS)
mittees to communicate their needs to the program-at-large.
The FWS Office can be reached at:
1550 NE Loop 410 Ste 118
San Antonio, TX 78209
(210) 828-7900
e-mail slaafws@slaafws.org
www.slaafws.org
ABC
The Annual Business Conference (ABC) is a yearly event that brings together SLAA group representatives and members of our service structure to
convene the Annual Business Meeting (ABM), creates connection and community among the recovering members and provides time for a Fellowship
Wide Services (FWS) fundraising event. The ABC is held in conjunction
with the ABM and was created to allow Conference members a chance to
meet recovery needs, in addition to fellowship wide needs.
ABM
The Annual Business Meeting (ABM) is a yearly event that convenes
SLAA group representatives and members of our service structure primarily
to discuss, brainstorm, and vote on business/issues that affect the whole of
SLAA. It is also when a Board of Trustee election is held in order to replace
the three outgoing members.
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The ABM is like an Intergroup of Intergroups. Intergroups send representatives (delegates) to SLAA’s business meeting (ABM). Any SLAA member
may submit motions, brainstorming items and items for discussion to the
ABM. However, because the ABM is only several days a year and there is
always a long agenda, it may take several years for an item to come to the
floor.
BOT (Board of Trustees)
The BOT’s duties and responsibilities (according to the SLAA By-Laws)
is as follows. Please note that the following description is a limited view and
the duties and responsibilities can require expansive work and commitment
on the part of the BOT member to achieve the Board’s primary function.
a. The [BOT] shall act as the guardian of the 12 Steps and 12 Traditions,
ensuring that there are no alterations except by action of the [FWS] SLAA
Conference, as set forth in these Articles.
This guardianship shall in no way infringe on the right of any individual
groups as set forth in the Traditions, but the [BOT] may call to the attention
of any group or individual a violation of the 12 Traditions it determines has
been made.
The Board, however, shall not have power or control over any group or
individual and shall act only in an advisory capacity on matters affecting the
Fellowship as a whole.
The principle to be followed in all matters regarding the relationship of
the corporation to others is to be according to the spirit of the 12 Traditions,
especially those that state the Fellowship ought never to engage in public
controversy.
b. The [BOT] shall act as spokesperson for the Fellowship in all matters
affecting SLAA as a whole; provide for and supervise publications of the
Fellowship; provide counsel and guidance to member groups and to new
groups; furnish a medium for the interchange of ideas between groups and
arrange for the [FWS] SLAA Conference Annual Meeting.
THE CONFERENCE
The Conference is the voting body of the ABM, comprised of a large
number of recovering and experienced SLAA members representing SLAA
groups from all over the world, the Board of Trustees, FWS administrative
staff who are also SLAA members, and Editor of The Journal. This body is
responsible for all votes necessary to advise the Board of Trustees an entire
Conference year.
When you hear that literature (or anything else) is “Conference Approved” that means that it has been passed by a vote of the Conference at an
ABM.
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RECOVERY CONVENTION
The Recovery Convention is a separate, non-business SLAA event, emphasizing workshops and speakers sharing experience, strength, and hope in
the spirit of recovering from the effects of sex and/or love addiction. The
event often happens at a different time and location from the ABC/M, but
may be combined with the ABC for simplicity’s sake.
THE JOURNAL
The Journal is SLAA’s meeting in print. It is published bi-monthly. Any
member may submit a story, picture, cartoon or sketch for publication in The
Journal. There is no sobriety requirement. Send submissions and/or subscription requests to the FWS office.
WHAT DO I DO AS AN INTERGROUP REP?
Intergroup Reps are the conduit between meetings (and individual members) and Intergroup, and by extension, with the fellowship as a whole. As
your meeting’s Rep, that connection is as strong as you make it.
As a Rep, you’ll vote on Intergroup business, fill literature orders for your
meeting, bring your meeting’s donation to the Intergroup Treasurer, and report back to your meeting. You may occasionally be asked to seek a group
conscience at your meeting on a specific issue and report the results back to
Intergroup. Likewise, you may occasionally be asked to bring an issue from
your meeting for action at Intergroup or even for possible submission to the
ABM.
Intergroup also offers many opportunities to do service for the fellowship,
including committee work and special projects. You may come forward to
participate in them as you choose.
WHO DOES WHAT? INTERGROUP SERVICE POSITIONS
Intergroup officers are elected in January each year. These service commitments are open to any member of the fellowship, not just Intergroup
Reps.
Secretary (1 year term) (1 year sobriety)
The Secretary acts as chair for the meeting.
Intergroup has not voted to adopt parliamentary procedure, but Roberts
Rules of Order (Newly Revised, 9th Edition, edited by Henry M. Robert III.)
describes of the duties and responsibilities of the chair as follows:
Duties of the presiding officer of an assembly: (XV, §46, p 441)
1. To open the meeting at the appointed time by taking the chair and calling
the meeting to order.
2. To announce in proper sequence the business that comes before the assembly or becomes in order in accordance with the prescribed order of business,
agenda or program, and with existing orders of the day.
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3. To recognize members who are entitled to the floor.
4. To state and put to a vote all questions that legitimately come before the
assembly as motions or that otherwise arise in the course of proceedings, and
to announce the result of each vote; or, if a motion that is not in order is
made, to rule it out of order.
5. To protect the assembly from obviously frivolous or dilatory motions by
refusing to recognize them.
6. To enforce the rules relating to debate and those relating to order and decorum within the assembly.
7. To expedite business in every way compatible with the rights of members.
8. To decide all questions of order, subject to appeal, unless, when in doubt,
the presiding officer prefers initially to submit such a question to the assembly for decision.
9. To respond to inquiries of members relating to parliamentary procedure or
factual information bearing on the business of the assembly.
10. To authenticate by his or her signature, when necessary, all acts, orders
and proceedings of the assembly.
11. To declare the meeting adjourned when the assembly so votes or, where
applicable, at the time prescribed in the program, or at any time in the event
of a sudden emergency affecting the safety of those present.

Treasurer (1 year term) (1 year sobriety)
c 7ORR U[Z GRR HGTQ VGVKX]UXQ LUX GIIU[TZY &IU)YOMTKXY( ZG^ JUIY( XKIUXJY GTJ
charters)
c 3GRGTIK GIIU[TZY
c 5KVUYOZ+CXGTYLKX L[TJY
c <KKV L[TJ HGRGTIKY YKVGXGZKR_
c 3GTJ HORRY OT #-,,( XURR IUOTY*
c AK\OK] INKIQY GRR SGJK U[Z ZU VXUVKX TGSK % KTJUXYK ]OZN GIIZ "
c AKIU\KX SUTK_ LXUS HU[TIKJ GTJ [T)IGYNGHRK INKIQY
c @G_ I[XXKTZ HORRY GTJ SGOR ZNKS
c CXGIQ RGZK HORRY GTJ YKZ GYOJK SUTK_
c CXGIQ K^VKTYKY ZNXU[MN SUTZNR_ YVXKGJYNKKZ
c AKIKO\K MXU[V JUTGZOUTY GTJ \KXOL_ SUTOKY LUX KGIN
c 6^INGTMK INKIQY GY TKKJKJ
c >GOTZGOT =OZKXGZ[XK SUTK_ K^INGTMK GTJ L[TJ
c 3[_ ULLOIK GTJ VUYZ ULLOIK Y[VVROKY
c AKOSH[XYK SKSHKXY LUX SOYI K^VKTYKY
c 3[JMKZ GTJ VXUPKIZ IGYN LRU] LUX [VIUSOTM SUTZN
c @XKYKTZ I[XXKTZ LOTGTIOGR YOZ[GZOUT LUX KGIN 9TZKXMXU[V SKKZOTM `YKTJ JU)
nations and expenses quarterly report to website coordinator for posting on
website.
c <KKV YZUXGMK UL GXINO\KJ XKIUXJY
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Literature Administration (1 year term) (1 year in program)
c Assembles and distributes orders before, during, and after the meeting.
c Responsible for receiving money, confirming accuracy of order, and giving change.
c Counts and deposits money with the Treasurer, and requests checks as
needed for FWS orders.
c Keeps an adequate stock of literature on hand by placing & receiving orders with FWS.
c Stores up to fourteen boxes filled with literature in home or apartment.
c XKIKO\KY K)SGOR &UTROTK' UXJKXY( assembles and labels them and has them
ready to pick up at the next Intergroup meeting.
c Transports several heavy boxes (with dolly) to and from Intergroup meeting; sets up literature for distribution.
c Provides a status report during Intergroup meeting.
c Maintains a “prudent reserve” of 20 books and 20 of each pamphlet to
avoid a repetition of those months in the past when literature has “run dry.”
c (optional) May be available to members whose meetings are experiencing
a “literature emergency.”
Literature Copier (1 year term) (1 year in program)
c Maintains “master copies” of all literature that requires copying & brings
needed copies to Intergroup meeting.
c Makes copies as needed to maintain a “prudent reserve” stock of at least
50 pamphlets. (This refers to pamphlets that are not ordered from FWS, but
are copied ‘in house,’ and sold at our cost of 10 cents, or provided free. This
requires an approximate $30 out-of-pocket monthly expense, reimbursed at
Intergroup.)
c Copies 600 Newcomer pamphlets at a time, approximately every three
months. This requires a $200 out-of-pocket monthly expense, reimbursed at
Intergroup. Folds and staples Newcomer pamphlets, separating into bundles
of 10.
Literature Inventory & Distribution (1 year term) (1 year in program)
c Assembles and distributes orders before, during, and after the meeting.
c Takes an inventory of literature stock, noting amount sold.
c Verifies that orders received from FWS are accurate, and consolidates order into existing literature stock.
c 5U[HRK INKIQY online orders for accuracy., Is responsible for handing out
online orders at Intergroup meeting. .
c Assists Literature Administration with other literature responsibilities as
needed.
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Bottom Line editor (1 year term) (Must be computer-literate) (6
months in program)
c Layout would be a 11x17 sheet folded to make a 4 page document
all inclusive
c Printed and mailed within 10 days of Intergroup
c 3UZZUSROTK VXOTZKJ GTJ LURJKJ GZ RUIGR VXOTZ YZUXK
c @UYZGMK0 6T\KRUVKY IGT ZGQKT ZU VUYZ ULLOIK GTJ OTJO\OJ[GRR_ ]KOMNKJ UX
pre-weighed by quantity and envelope size for at home stamp application.
LA Intergroup return address to be added to all mailings.
c 3= KJOZUX IUUXJOTGZKY ]OZN YKIXKZGX_ GTJ ZXKGY[X_ LUX XKW[OXKJ VUYZOTMY
c BKIXKZGX_ ` >OT[ZKY ` >UTZNR_
c AKW[OXKJ @UYZOTMY
— LA intergroup address
— Fellowship Wide Services address
— Reach out phone numbers
— Local Intergroup contact information
— Intergroup Offices contact information
— Los Angeles Website address
— Updated Los Angeles Meeting List- two sided
c B[MMKYZKJ @UYZOTMY
— New Meeting information
— Workshops and Retreats information
— Other local and FWS SLAA approved information that needs to be
disseminated the to the Los Angeles fellowship.
c 6JOZUX IURRKIZY - IUV_ UL LR_KXY LUX TK] SKKZOTMY( ]UXQYNUVY( XKZXKGZY(
etc., at Intergroup for posting in the Bottomline
c 2RR XKW[KYZY LUX 3UZZUSROTKY UX OTLU ZU HK OTIR[JKJ OT ZNK HUZZUSROTK
must be submitted by phone, email or Intergroup no later than Wednesday
following Intergroup. Any info submitted after the deadline will go in the
next Bottomline.
c Envelopes are to be passed around at Intergroup for meeting reps’
addresses requesting Bottomlines.
— Info needed: Name and full address.
— Number of Bottomlines requested and for what meetings
— If more than 10 copies requested than $3.00 for every extra 10 copies
is to be put in the envelope. (If more than 10 copies are requested but not
enough cash is given then only give enough copies for what is paid for or the
10 free copies) Editor only prints requested number of copies.
Editor is fronted $300.00 at commencement of commitment so that no
funds come out of pocket. Receipts for all Bottomline costs are to be given to
the treasurer monthly at Intergroup for accounting purposes and to receive
more cash for funding the process
c 6JOZUX MO\KY GRR IGYN IURRKIZKJ LUX K^ZXG 3UZZUSROTKY ZU ZNK ZXKGY[XKX*
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c 4UV_ UL IUSVRKZKJ 3UZZUSROTK KSGORKJ ZU ]KHSGYZKX LUX ]KHYOZK VUYZ)
ing
Any changes made to the Bottomline are to be made by motion with a
passing vote.
Phone Line (1 year term) (3 months sobriety)
c =OGOYUT ]OZN ZNK \UOIK SGOR YKX\OIK
c 5K\KRUVY GT GIIKVZGHRK U[ZMUOTM SKYYGMK
c AKZ[XTY U[ZXKGIN IGRRY
c AKVUXZY ZU 9TZKXMXU[V
c =OGOYUT ]OZN ZNK ZXKGY[XKX ZU SGQK Y[XK ZNK \UOIK SGOR YKX\OIK OY VGOJ
properly
ABM Delegates (2 year term): (10 months sobriety at time of the ABM)
These are L.A. Intergroup’s delegates to the ABM. As Intergroup Reps are
the conduits between meetings and Intergroup, so ABM reps are the conduit
between Intergroup and the ABM. Note: FWS permits 1 delegate for every 5
meetings.
c CKXS UL @UYOZOUT0 . FKGXY &. ZKXSY Y[MMKYZKJ LUX OTYZOZ[ZOUTGR SKS)
ory). Number of Positions: 4. Election Period: Staggered terms, 2 elected
each year. Three Primary Responsibilities:
1. Prepare for and attend the Annual Business Meeting (ABM), generally
held on a Tuesday through Friday during the summer at some location in the
U.S. requiring air travel.
c AKGJ GTJ [TJKXYZGTJ ZNK 4UTLKXKTIK BKX\OIK >GT[GR &4B>' OT GJ\GTIK
of the ABM.
c >GQK ZXG\KR GTJ XKMOYZXGZOUT GXXGTMKSKTZY LUX ZNK 23> OT GJ\GTIK
enough of the ABM that any price breaks are received.
c AKGJ ZNK 3[YOTKYY >KKZOTM 9ZKSY B[SSGX_ &3>9B ) ZNK 23> 2MKTJG'
and form an initial impression on the issues to be discussed and voted on at
the ABM.
c Attend the ABM and each business-related session, at least.
c 2Z ZNK 23>( VXKYKTZ G MUUJ OSVXKYYOUT UL =UY 2TMKRKY ZU ZNK OTZKXTG)
tional S.L.A.A. community.
2. Join and actively participate on at least one Conference Committee for the
entire duration of term as delegate.
c 4UTLKXKTIK 4USSOZZKKY Z_VOIGRR_ SKKZ \OG IUTLKXKTIK IGRR( ]OZN \GX_OTM
degrees of frequency. Some committees do work between calls. There are
different types of committees to appeal to different interests.
3. Serve as an informational link between FWS and the Los Angeles area.
c 2ZZKTJ K\KX_ =2 9TZKXMXU[V SKKZOTM*
c 2ZZKTJ RUIGR SKKZOTMY( GY XKW[KYZKJ( ZU GTY]KX W[KYZOUTY GTJ SGQK VXKY)
entations regarding the ABM, FWS, and international service.
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c BZG_ OTLUXSKJ UT 7EB+4UTLKXKTIK)XKRGZKJ NGVVKTOTMY \OG 4UTLKXKTIK
Committee activity and FWS news publications.
c 2IZ GY GT OTLUXSGZOUTGR XKYU[XIK UX SKTZUX ZU TK] UX VUZKTZOGR JKRKMGZKY*
If Delegates need support to fulfill their administrative tasks only (such as
paperwork), they shall have the autonomy to request assistance from whomever they deem appropriate.
ABM Alternate Delegates (2 year term): (10 months sobriety at time of
the ABM)
c CKXS UL @UYOZOUT0 . FKGXY * ?[SHKX UL @UYOZOUTY0 . &GZ RKGYZ /,$ UL ZNK
number of currently elected delegates). Election Period: Staggered terms, 1
elected each year (at least - see above). If there is a need to elect 2 delegates
during the same term there will be a 1-year alternate delegate and a 2-year
alternate delegate elected to maintain the staggered terms requirement. Suggested Candidates: Prior delegates are ideal (although not necessary), for
ease in stepping into role without training or notice
c C]U @XOSGX_ AKYVUTYOHOROZOKY0
1. Be available to assume the role of Delegate, should an emergency arise,
and complete the remaining portion of that Delegate’s term.
c 2ZZKTJGTIK GZ ZNK 23>( VR[Y GT_ VXKVGXGZOUTY TKIKYYGX_ ZU JU YU &HUZN
flight registration arrangements and CSM/BMIS preparations)
c @GXZOIOVGZK UT GZ RKGYZ UTK 4UTLKXKTIK 4USSOZZKK*
c BKX\K GY OTLUXSGZOUTGR ROTQ HKZ]KKT 7EB+4UTLKXKTIK 4USS[TOZ_ GTJ =UY
Angeles Area.
2. Attend LA Intergroup meetings every month.
Journal Reps (1 year term) (6 months sobriety)
Los Angeles can have multiple Journal reps.
c 4XKGZK( IUV_ GTJ JOYZXOH[ZK LR_KXY LUX CNK ;U[XTGR &YKK GHU\K'*
c @OZIN SKKZOTMY GTJ OTJO\OJ[GRY ZU OTIXKGYK ;U[XTGR Y[HYIXOVZOUTY*
c DXMK SKSHKXY ZU ]XOZK ZNKOX YZUXOKY LUX Y[HSOYYOUT ZU ZNK ;U[XTGR
c AKVUXZ ZU 9TZKXMXU[V*
Email & Website Coordinator (1 year term) (6 months in program)
Webmaster: (1 year term) (6 months in program)
" Updates and maintains Los Angeles SLAA website and Los Angeles
SLAA email addresses.
" Posts Intergroup meeting notes on website when received from Record
Keeper.
" Posts quarterly expense reports when received from Intergroup Treasurer.
" Posts new Bottom Line newsletter when received from Bottom Line editor.
" Posts and updates current meeting list when received from Bottom Line
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editor.
Posts new meetings on website when notified via email.
Updates Journal Question-Of-The-Day when received from Journal editor.
Posts and updates information on SLAA events, committees, ABC/ABM
documents, service opportunities, SLAA literature, etc.
Responds to and/or redirects website and email inquiries to the appropriate people.
Maintains backup of website for disaster recovery purposes.
Periodically checks website for broken links and other errors.
Maintains channels of communication with other SLAA websites, as
appropriate.
Provides a status report during Intergroup meetings.
Performs other duties, as needed.

Record Keeper (1 year term) (3 months sobriety)
Keeps the minutes at each of the monthly meetings.
Mail Clerk (1 year term) (6 months in program)
Picks up mail at PO Box and delivers to monthly IG meeting
Retreats and Workshops (1 year term) (no time requirement)
Serves as an informational liason to disseminate information and flyers about
the workshops and retreat
Conference Literature Committee Conduit Position
c >GQKY GTTU[TIKSKTZY GZ 9TZKXMXU[V GTJ XKW[OXKY HKIUSOTM VGXZ UL ZNK
literature committee, being on emails and attending monthly meetings (1.5
hours). Recruit people to get involved in literature writing groups. No sobriety requirement, not a voting position.
Conference Translation Committee Conduit Position
c >GQKY GTTU[TIKSKTZY GZ 9TZKXMXU[V GTJ XKW[OXKY HKIUSOTM VGXZ UL ZNK
translation committee, being on emails and attending monthly meetings (1.5
hours). Recruit people to get involved in translation. No sobriety requirement, not a voting position.
Rotating Positions
Spiritual Reminder: a volunteer who times the 30 second rule at each meeting.
Timer — announces the time at 15 minute intervals.
Standing Committees
1.The Workshop Committee organizes the bi-monthly workshops, currently
held on the second Saturday of every other month. The committee is liaison
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with the retreat center, arranges speakers, reports to Intergroup and manages
funds to keep the workshops self-sustaining.
2.The Retreat Committee organizes the annual Thanksgiving weekend retreat, currently held at the Serra retreat center in Malibu. The committee creates a flyer and distributes it, sets up a phone line for information and calls,
decides on the program and speakers, sets up a registration system, collects
payments, and sends out a confirmation letter after receipt of deposit money.
The Retreat is a major fund-raiser. “Profits” are sent to FWS. (See “How
Does The Money Work?” below.)
DOES INTERGROUP HAVE ANY RULES?
Not many.
Voting:
Any S.L.A.A. member may attend Intergroup and participate in discussion,
but only Intergroup Reps and those holding Intergroup service positions may
vote.
Voting is one person — one vote. Even if you represent two or more meetings, you get one vote. (Therefore any meeting that wants its fullest representation at Intergroup should seek to have its own rep.)
Intergroup Meeting Rules
30 seconds of silence rule:
Whenever there is tension, or if it is time for a difficult vote, or if emotions
are taking the focus off the task at hand, or whenever it seems appropriate,
any member may call for 30 seconds of silence. Regardless of what is happening at that moment, the chairperson of the meeting, as well as all attendees must honor the call for silence by ceasing all activity. This time is ideally used to meditate on the will of our higher power and to regain, or remain
in, our spiritual centeredness. A designated time keeper will announce when
the 30 seconds have elapsed, and the chairperson will resume the meeting
without retribution to whoever called for the silence.
Should the 30 seconds of silence not remedy the situation, any member may
then call for a procedural vote to ensure a safe space for all S.L.A.A. members, in which case the chairperson of the meeting shall read the Procedural
Voting Statement in the Intergroup binder to explain the voting process to
the group, as well as to hold the vote. A procedural vote may also be called
for at any point to enhance the flow of Intergroup business.
Procedural Voting Statement for the Los Angeles S. L.A.A. Intergroup In
light of our First Tradition — which states: “Our common welfare should
come first; personal recovery depends upon S.L.A.A. unity” — a procedural
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vote may be called by any member of Intergroup when our common welfare
and our S.L.A.A. unity is being threatened, as well as to enhance the flow of
Intergroup business. This may occur when Intergroup’s common guidelines
of order are no longer being respected and adhered to — or simply to extend
a meeting, to table an agenda item, to add an agenda item, to hear more
than 3 pros/cons, etc. A procedural vote is a tool to help the proceedings of
Intergroup get back on track again, as well as to keep business running
smoothly.
When a procedural vote has been called for, the Chairperson shall pause on
any business that is presently at hand, and hold an up-and-down vote of the
group conscience, without discussion (with the exception of points of clarification/order), to determine the next move forward with the business of Intergroup. The member calling for the procedural vote shall propose the next
indicated procedure as part of the call to vote. The decision of the groupconscience vote shall then be final. In the event that the group-conscience
decision is not respected, any disruptive party may be asked to leave Intergroup at that point in time.
Since a procedural vote has been called, we will now hold an up-and-down
vote, without the usual pros/cons discussion (with the exception of points of
clarification/order), to determine the next move forward with the business of
Intergroup. The proposal now on the floor is ______________ . (The
Chairperson shall restate the proposal to the group.)
All those in favor of moving forward with the business of Intergroup as proposed, please signify so by raising your hands? (Votes in favor are counted.)
All those opposed? (Votes in opposition are counted.) Thank you,
the final decision is ______________. We will now proceed as indicated per the group-conscience decision.
Motions and Votes
Motions carry by majority vote. (The sole exception is “calling for the question,” a motion to close debate. A 2/3 majority is required to close debate.)
Elections:
Intergroup members vote for each individual Nominee separately in the order of nomination. Each Nominee must receive a majority of the total yes/no
votes (more than 50%) to be eligible for confirmation. When more than one
Nominee is running for more than one position at a time, such as Delegate,
each eligible Nominee(s) with the highest number of Yes votes will be
elected to each respective position. Any ineligible Nominee having not received a majority of the yes/no vote may not run for the same position again
until the following term, unless the group conscience votes to waive this requirement.
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When voting for intergroup officers:
Once a member or members have been nominated and that nomination seconded, the Chair shall ask the Nominee or Nominees to introduce themselves, including their qualifications for the Position. The Chair will then ask
if anyone present wishes to ask any relevant questions of the Nominee or
Nominees. This will take place before the Nominee(s) are asked to leave the
room.
Parliamentary Procedure: Los Angeles Intergroup has not formally adopted a
set of parliamentary rules. Excerpts from Roberts Rules of Order are included for reference at later in this manual.
What do I do before the meeting?
c EXOZK JU]T _U[X SKKZOTMbY ROZKXGZ[XK UXJKX( OL GT_( GTJ MKZ ZNK SUTK_ ZU
pay for it.
c 8KZ ZNK SKKZOTMbY OTZKXMXU[V JUTGZOUT( OL GT_*
Intergroup only accepts cash, money orders, or cashiers checks
If you need to add anything to the agenda, contact the Intergroup Secretary.
Agenda Items: What are they?
c 2IZOUT OZKSY( GYQOTM LUX Y[VVUXZ LUX VXUPKIZY( KZI* ?UZK ZNGZ OZ OY ULZKT HKYZ
for an individual or group to pursue projects independently, without seeking
support or approval from Intergroup, especially projects which are not
clearly supported by the Traditions.
How do I put something on the Agenda?
c 4UTZGIZ ZNK 9TZKXMXU[V BKIXKZGX_ HKLUXK ZNK 9TZKXMXU[V SKKZOTM* 4UTZGIZ
information is in The Bottom Line. If your item is time-sensitive and needs
prompt attention, be sure to say so.
What happens at an Intergroup meeting?
Los Angeles Intergroup meets the second Sunday of every month, from
12:15 to 1:45 p.m. Meetings are open to all S.L.A.A. Members.
The first 15 minutes of the meeting, from 12:15 to 12:30, are reserved for
giving donations to the Intergroup Treasurer and buying literature. To ensure
that this business is complete by 12:30, please be prompt. When you arrive,
please immediately:
c 8O\K _U[X JUTGZOUT ZU ZNK CXKGY[XKX
c 7ORR _U[X ROZKXGZ[XK UXJKX*
c 2RYU( ZNOY OY _U[X RGYZ INGTIK ZU MKZ GT OZKS UTZU ZUJG_bY GMKTJG*
Giving your donation to the Treasurer
c 8O\K ZNK ZXKGY[XKX _U[X JUTGZOUT GY YUUT GY _U[ MKZ OT ZNK XUUS* 7ORR U[Z G
deposit slip & you will get it back as a receipt late in the meeting.
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c 9L _U[ NG\K LUXMUZZKT ZNK SUTK_( _U[ IGT SGQK UZNKX GXXGTMKSKTZY ]OZN
the treasurer to receive the money, however it’s possible that your group’s
donation will not be published in the next Bottom Line.
At 12:30, the Secretary will call the Intergroup meeting to order.

A TYPICAL INTERGROUP MEETING MIGHT GO AS FOLLOWS:
" Serenity Prayer
" Meeting check-in:
" Introduce yourself, say what meeting you are representing and how
much the meeting is donating to Intergroup. Briefly say how your meeting is doing and announce if it needs support.
" Secretary reads agenda (so we all know what is coming up.)
" Choose 30-second rule timer (Spiritual Reminder) and Timekeeper
" Reports: Treasurer, Bottom Line, phone, ABM reps, Journal, Workshop
Committee, Retreat Committee
" Old business
" New business
" Announcements
" Treasurer report
" During the meeting, time permitting, the Treasurer will write the current
monthly expenses and donations on the blackboard, showing any deficit
or surplus. These figures are not final.
" Most of us find it useful to take notes during the Intergroup meeting,
including the committee reports, the agenda and the resolution of each
item. This makes it much easier to give a report.
" During the meeting, papers will circulate:
" Receipts for donations. Take the receipt for your meeting.
" The literature reps will be busy throughout the meeting filling orders that
members have already given them at the 12-12:15 time slot. Please do
not interrupt the meeting by trying to place an order during the 12:301:45 time slot. Filled literature orders will be passed around the room
with a note attached “Please pass this literature order back to________.”
Please hand the order to the designated person.
" Close with Serenity Prayer
"

"

Bottom Line mailing labels: Intergroup does not keep a mailing list for
Bottom Line orders. Instead, write your name and address on the label,
with the number of Bottom Lines your meeting wants on the corner of
the label. The label will be used to mail you the latest Bottom Line. In
the spirit of anonymity, the Bottom Lines will arrive in a plain envelope.
FWS newsletters (published about quarterly) for each meeting. Any
meeting that has registered with FWS gets one copy by mail. Some
meetings use Intergroup’s post office box as their mailing address; reps
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for those meetings should take the FWS newsletter back to the group.
Meetings are encouraged to make photocopies of the newsletter for their
members.
WHAT DO I DO AFTER THE MEETING?
Staying in touch: Though certain Intergroup Servants are required to (or
choose to) publish a phone numbers or email address in The Bottom Line,
Intergroup does not maintain a phone list. We encourage you to exchange
phone numbers with other members, and stay in touch between meetings.
However, unless you join a committee, you will probably not hear from Intergroup between meetings.
Reporting back to your group:
" Give your meeting a clear, complete, timely report of the business conducted at Intergroup. That means reporting announcements, upcoming
events, open service positions, and Intergroup votes. You need not give
details on debate.
" c 2 IUSVRKZK XKVUXZ JUKY TUZ NG\K ZU HK RUTM1 OZ IGT KGYOR_ ZGQK RKYY ZNGT
5 minutes, often much less.
" It is especially important for you to announce open service positions and
special projects so members in your meetings have the chance to come
forward to do service.
" c >KSHKXY UIIGYOUTGRR_ NG\K W[KYZOUTY GHU[Z 7EB H[YOTKYY UX IUSK
forward to join Conference (international) committees. You can refer
these queries to the ABM delegates.
" Can’t I just report the important things?
" No. “Picking and choosing” means taking on governing power (we cannot decide what is important for other members) and under Tradition 2,
we do not govern.
" What if people complain that I’m taking too long?
" Do your best to be concise, but remember, you are supported by Tradition 2. The group conscience has elected you to do this job; you follow
that group conscience by doing it thoroughly.
HOW DOES THE MONEY WORK?
Intergroup’s income comes primarily from group donations. We also occasionally generate income from workshops, retreats, special collections or
other fundraising events.
The money then goes to pay our monthly bills like printing, phone line, rent,
post office, etc.
Prudent reserves (kept in Intergroup’s savings account):
$1000 (to be used in the case of financial hardship for Intergroup.)
$200 to be used for printing a batch of Newcomer Packets (NCPs).
Authorized regular monthly expenses:
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Rent: $10
Phone
P.O. Box
Office Supplies
Printing (Newcomer packets, pamphlets & Bottom Lines)
Delegate fund: $500.00/month (used to send delegates to the ABM) put in
savings account.
FWS Donation:
S.L.A.A. Meetings typically send funds to support FWS. Most Los Angeles
meetings have chosen to send money to FWS via L.A. Intergroup rather than
send money directly to FWS. Therefore Los Angeles Intergroup automatically donates any monthly surplus, beyond expenses and prudent reserve, to
FWS.
Any profit from retreats and workshops is used to reimburse the committees
for the expense of the event and the surplus is sent to FWS as a donation.
Intergroup can appropriate money for other expenses by majority vote.
The Retreat and Workshop Committees are financially self-sustaining.

Parliamentary Procedure: Statements from Robert’s Rules
Agreement on Rules
“A deliberative assembly that has not adopted any rules is commonly understood to hold itself bound by the rules and customs of the general parliamentary law to the extent that there is agreement in the meeting body as to what
these practices are.” (I, §1, p 3)*
LOS ANGELES INTERGROUP HAS NOT VOTED TO ADOPT THE
FOLLOWING RULES OF PARLIAMENTARY PROCEDURE. THEY
ARE PROVIDED FOR REFERENCE ONLY.
Amendments
Once a motion has been stated by the chair (or, for our purposes, seconded) it is no longer under the power of the maker of the motion - it is the
property of the assembly.
An amendment is a motion in itself that must be seconded and is debatable (and even amendable, though there are no tertiary amendments). When
the amendment has been put to a vote and either adopted or rejected, discussion then proceeds on the main motion so modified (or not).
There are no amendments made during a discussion that can be simply
accepted by the maker of the motion, but there are two exceptions:
1. If, immediately after the motion has been made (before it is seconded
in our case), another member asks for minor modifications to the motion, the
maker can accept or reject them.
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2. If, after the motion has been seconded, the maker of the motion wishes
to modify his motion, he may ask the assembly for permission to do so. If no
one objects to his modified motion then the motion has been so modified. If
there is even one objection then the modification must be handled by a motion to amend.
Members, debate and voting:
Members must be recognized by the chair before speaking.
“Before any member in an assembly can make a motion or speak in debate he must obtain the floor; that is, he must be recognized by the chair as
having the exclusive right to be heard at that time. If two or more [raise their
hands] at about the same time, the general rule is that, all things being equal,
the member who [raised his hand] and addressed the chair first after the floor
was yielded is entitled to be recognized. A member cannot establish prior
claim to the floor by [raising his hand] before it has been yielded. In principle, it is out of order to [raise one’s hand] while another person has the floor
except for the purpose of making one of the motions or taking one of the parliamentary steps that can legitimately interrupt at such a time.” (I, §3, p 28)
(I here substituted “hand-raising” for the text’s “rising.”)
There should be no debate before the debate.
“The general rule against discussion without a motion is one of parliamentary procedure’s powerful tools for keeping business “on track” and an observance of its spirit can be an important factor in making even a very small
meeting rapidly moving and interesting. ...Under parliamentary procedure,
strictly speaking, discussion of any subject is permitted only with reference
to a pending motion. When necessary, a motion can be prefaced by a few
words of explanation, which must not become a speech; or a member can
first request information, or he can indicate briefly what he wishes to propose and can ask the chair to assist him in wording an appropriate motion.
In general, however, when a member has obtained the floor when no motion
is pending unless it is for a special purpose, such as to ask a question he
makes a motion immediately. “ (II, §4, p 33)
The chair should let the floor alternate.
“The chair should let the floor alternate, as far as possible, between those
favoring and those opposing the measure. “ (II, §3, p 30)
Principles before personalities.
“When a question is pending, a member can condemn the nature or likely
consequences of the proposed measure in strong terms, but he must avoid
personalities, and under no circumstances can he attack or question the motives of another member. “ (XII, §42, p 387)
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Sticking to the subject.
In debate a member’s remarks must be germane to the question before the
assembly that is, his statements must have some bearing on whether the
pending motion should be adopted. “ (XII, §42, p 387)
A member’s right to debate is limited.
“In the debate, each member has the right to speak twice on the same question on the same day, but cannot make a second speech on the same question
so long as any member who has not spoken on that question desires the floor.
A member who has spoken twice on a particular question on the same day
has exhausted his right to debate that question for that day.” (II, §4, p 42)
“Calling the Question” is a motion that must itself be voted upon, and
which must garner a majority.
Standard Descriptive Characteristics:
1. Takes precedence over all debatable or amendable motions to which it is
applied.
2. Can be applied to any immediately pending debatable or amendable motion.
3. Is out of order when another has the floor.
4. Must be seconded.
5. Is not debatable.
6. Is not amendable.
7. Requires a two-thirds vote.
8. Can be reconsidered before any vote has been taken. (VI, §16, p 195)
“The presiding officer cannot close debate so long as any member who has
not exhausted his right to debate desires the floor, except by order of the assembly, which requires a two-thirds vote.” (II, §4, p 43)
Further statements regarding the chair:
The chair should not participate in debate.
“If the presiding officer is a member of the society, he has as an individual the same rights in debate as any other member; but the impartiality required of the chair in an assembly precludes his exercising these rights while
he is presiding. Normally, especially in a large body, he should have nothing
to say on the merits of pending questions. On certain occasions which
should be extremely rare the presiding officer may believe that a crucial factor relating to such a question has been overlooked and that his obligation as
a member to call attention to the point outweighs his duty to preside at that
time.” (XII, §42, p 389)
The chair should abstain from voting in all but two cases, from which he
may also abstain.
“If the presiding officer is a member of the assembly or voting body, he
has the same voting right as any other member. Except in small boards or
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committees, however, the chair protects his impartial position by exercising
his voting right only when his vote would affect the outcome, in which case
he can either vote and change the result, or he can abstain. ...On a motion
requiring a majority for adoption, the outcome will be determined by the
chair’s action in cases where, without his vote, there is (a) a tie, or (b) one
more in the affirmative than in the negative.” (II, §4, p 52)
The chair may decide matters himself when his decision will be met with
no objection.
“In cases where there seems to be no opposition in routine business or on
questions of little importance, time can often be saved by the procedure of
unanimous consent. ...The method of unanimous consent can be used either to
adopt a motion without the steps of stating the question and putting the motion
to a formal vote, or it can be used to take action without even the formality of a
motion. ...To obtain unanimous consent the chair may ask “Is there any objection to...?” He then pauses, and if no member calls out, “I object,” the chair
announces that, “Since there is no objection, the action is decided upon.” (II,
§4, p 53)
Calling for abstentions is a waste of time.
“The chair should not call for abstentions in taking a vote, since the number of members who respond to such a call is meaningless.” (II, §4, p 44)
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The Twelve Steps of Sex and Love Addicts Anonymous
1. We admitted we were powerless over sex and love addiction - that
our lives had become unmanageable.
2. Came to believe that a Power greater than ourselves could restore us
to sanity.
3. Made a decision to turn our will and our lives over to the care of
God as we understood God.
4. Made a searching and fearless moral inventory of ourselves.
5. Admitted to God, to ourselves, and to another human being the exact nature of our wrongs.
6. Were entirely ready to have God remove all these defects of character.
7. Humbly asked God to remove our shortcomings.
8. Made a list of all persons we had harmed, and became willing to
make amends to them all.
9. Made direct amends to such people wherever possible, except when
to do so would injure them or others.
10. Continued to take personal inventory and when we were wrong,
promptly admitted it.
11. Sought through prayer and meditation to improve our conscious
contact with a Power greater than ourselves, praying only for knowledge of God”s will for us and the power to carry that out.
12. Having had a spiritual awakening as the result of these steps, we
tried to carry this message to sex and love addicts, and to practice
these principles in all areas of our lives.
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NOTES

THIS INTERGROUP SERVICE MANUAL BELONGS TO:
MEETING NAME_____________________________________
MEETING LOCATION_________________________________
MEETING TIME_______________________________________
**PLEASE PASS THIS MANUAL ON TO THE INCOMING INTERGROUP REPRESENTATIVE WHEN YOUR TERM IS OVER**
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